
Lesson ideas for unit - Natural Disasters and Human response

Key ideas

1. What are Natural Hazards and Disasters?
2. Types of Natural Hazard - Facts and Figures
3. What about Man induced ( Anthropogenic) Hazards?
4. Focus on Year 2020/ /21 - What disasters have occurred?
5. Where do most hazards occur ? - Are there any patterns
6. Focus on one natural hazard / disaster - teacher choice 
7. Focus on Earthquakes (EQ's) as an example - with case studies
8. Management - the various approaches
9. Focus on a Earthquake management - case examples
10. How a charity has helped with mitigating the problems - Aquabox

This unit is designed to give teacher flexibility of what hazards to look at and a choice of case 
studies. Lesson ideas, resources and video clips are suggested together with possible 
homework ideas
It also provides opportunity for class research if IT access is available.
The unit could be used as a basis for KS4/ KS5 lessons but easily be adapted to use with 
more able KS3 students. Suggest unit will take 1/2 term 5/6 weeks plus homework.

Lesson1 - What are Natural Hazards and Disasters

1. Starter - Video clip of disaster and pictures of various hazards - what are the links? Good one to 
use is from Grease - car race - what is this set in? LA flood relief channel.

2. How many hazards can the class think of ?
3. What is the difference between a hazard and disaster? Key definitions?
4. Man caused ( anthropogenic) ?- discussion  - example of EQ's produced by man
5. Facts and figures for 2020/21 - how many? Where? Impact?Brief as will be looked at in next 

lesson
6. The maps of natural hazards - are there patterns e.g tectonic hazards and plate boundaries, 

prevalence in developing countries ( or is this just disasters)
Homework 
To research one recent natural disaster to produce detailed case study - when, where, cause, 
impacts and responses. Management strategies? 

Lesson 2 - The scale of the problem

1. Starter - to choose x students to give findings from research on one disaster ( relate to last 
homework)

2. Natural Disasters - recap of scale of problem - where how many a year/ examples 
3. Impact over the last few years
4. Show a few video clips of some major hazards  ( to act as video stimulus) - ask class to work out 

major ideas - when/ cause/ impact/ management - possible completion of task sheet

Lessons 3/ 4  Teacher choice of Natural Hazard - An in depth look

Here there is flexibility of what hazard/ disaster can be looked at in detail - with the chosen 
example covering the key ideas of :



When it happened
Where it happened? Maps etc
The economic status of the area - how prepared? How much money etc
Why it occurred - causes in detail ( to age range/ ability)
The impact - deaths/ injuries/ economic/ social etc
Management in place prior to event?
The aftermath and the situation now.

This detailed case study can be approached in a number of different ways
e.g video stimulus ( to get 'first hand' effect)
      Posters covering key points
      Individual or group research using IT / book sources 
      Games e.g Which of the Endos were killed in the Kobe EQ - to use clues 

Kobe
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=FhUgSDXxK04

https://slideplayer.com/slide/7720830/

http://www.bluesquarething.co.uk/geography/endocards.pdf

https://www.markedbyteachers.com/as-and-a-level/geography/investigate-the-disappearance-
of-mr-mrs-endo-during-the-1995-kobe-earthquake-on-january-17th-and-how-this-earthquake-
happened.htm

Possible good examples to use
1. Recent EQ's -Haiti, Nepal, Italy, Japan
2. Volcanoes 
3. Tsunami
4. Hurricanes ( Typhoons/ Cyclones)
5. River or coastal flooding

A resource pack will be be provided for ONE major disaster which could be used if preferred 
( Earthquakes)

Homework - students could be asked to research an alternative hazard or case study or to get 
some research done on how they could manage in preparation for next lesson

Lesson 5 /6 How we manage the problem of natural hazards?
The various approaches taken 

How the approaches vary between MEDC's/ LEDC's

Management of the chosen hazard for lesson 3/4 should be looked at in detail

To focus on Earthquake management as a possible teacher choices

A resource pack for earthquake management will be provided with a variety of resources 

This lesson may be used as an opportunity for a decision making scenario given a variety of 
resources

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=FhUgSDXxK04
http://www.bluesquarething.co.uk/geography/endocards.pdf


Lesson 7

- How a charity ( AQUABOX ) has responded to various disasters overtime
- Case studies of how it responds - gold boxes / water filters etc

https://www.aquabox.org/

See also 
https://www.dec.org.uk/who-we-are

https://www.n-d-a.org/nda-charity.php


